One of the most common approaches for multiobjective optimization is to generate the whole or partial efficient frontier and then decide about the preferred solution in a higher-level decision-making process. In this paper, a new method for generating the efficient frontier for multiobjective problems is developed, called the diversity maximization approach (DMA). This approach is capable of solving mixed-integer and combinatorial problems. The DMA finds Pareto optimal solutions by maximizing a proposed diversity measure and guarantees generating the complete set of efficient points. Given a subset of the efficient frontier, DMA finds the next Pareto optimal solution which, combined with the existing ones, yields the most diversified subset of efficient points. This solution is defined as the most diverse solution. In fact, it aims to maximize the distance between the new efficient point and the closest point in the given subset of the efficient frontier. The proposed approach can be applied to any problem that can be solved for the single-objective case. We can use the DMA by solving directly a modified version of the mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulation of the multiobjective problem. In this case, the Pareto optimal solutions are found sequentially in an iterative way. Consequently, as we terminate the procedure before completion, a partial efficient frontier is available. The diversity measure assures that in every stage of the procedure, the partial efficient frontier is well diversified. This partial efficient frontier can be perceived as a filtered set of the complete efficient frontier and can be used by the decision maker in case the complete efficient frontier contains too many points. An additional way of using DMA is by incorporating it in a problem oriented branch-and-bound algorithm. Detailed examples of both approaches are given.
Introduction
Most practical problems involve multiobjective optimization. In production planning and control, we aim in minimizing tardiness, product flow time, required capacity, etc. In service systems, one may maximize service level while minimizing the operating cost. In supply chain problems, inventory and backorders costs are usually minimized. In project management, the project duration and the required resources are minimized while maximizing quality measures. In layout design problems, we may minimize material flow while maximizing closeness ratings associated with nonquantitative measures. In all of these problems, and many others, some amount of trade-off exists among the different objectives (or performance measures), and finding the best solution is quite complicated.
A common way to solve multiobjective problems is to set weights to the different objectives in accordance to their relative importance, and then develop an appropriate method for solving the obtained single-objective problem. A major problem with this approach is finding the appropriate weights: they are often unobservable directly (e.g., cost resulting from lost reputation), and affected by many factors, which differ from one environment to another. In addition, the weighted objective function usually assumes linear relation between the objectives, which does not necessarily correspond to decision makers' real preferences.
Another approach is to provide the decision maker with a (relatively small) set of "good" solutions or alternatives, and let him or her select the preferred solution from the given set. The set of "good" solutions is usually associated with the set of Pareto optimal solutions for which it is impossible to improve any objective without worsening some other. The image of the set of Pareto optimal solutions in the objective space is called an efficient (or nondominated) frontier. 1 The decision maker is expected to select the preferred point from the efficient frontier, based on additional considerations. Two problems are currently associated with this approach. The first problem refers to the difficulty in generating the efficient frontier (even when the decomposed single-objective problems are relatively easy to solve). One approach is to convert the multiobjective function into a single objective, e.g., as a weighted sum of objectives. Consequently, the problem is solved a number of times with changed values of the weights and/or additional constraints. The second problem is associated with the number of points on the efficient frontier. This number may sometimes be too large; much larger than what the decision maker can handle in the decision-making process. In this case, the designer would be interested in a relatively small portion of the efficient frontier for choosing the preferable solution. Nevertheless, the partial set should represent all trade-offs of the whole efficient frontier (see Messac and Mattson 2002 and Das and Dennis 1998) . To that end, filtering approaches are usually applied, and the whole process of generating the complete efficient frontier and then eliminating significant parts of it, looks somewhat inefficient. Note that in many cases, the first stage of generating the complete efficient frontier may be impossible because the set may be too large or even infinite.
In this work, we present a new approach for the problem of generating Pareto optimal solutions, called the diversity maximization approach (DMA), which corresponds to both limitations of the existing approaches. The algorithms derived from DMA find Pareto optimal solutions from all parts of the efficient frontier, so that all partial efficient frontiers have diverse solutions from all parts of the whole efficient frontier.
In the next section, some existing approaches are discussed. In §3, the DMA is presented. The implementation of the DMA is discussed in §4, where two types of DMA algorithms are presented. Concluding remarks are given in §5. Cohon (1985) distinguishes between generating methods and preference-based methods for handling multiobjective optimization. In the former, no a priori knowledge regarding the relative importance of the objectives is considered and the decision maker is provided with a few Pareto optimal solutions, and the preferred solution is then selected from this set. In the latter, some known preference regarding each objective is used for the optimization process. Similarly, Ehrgott and Gandibleux (2002) distinguish between the "a priori mode," in which all the preferences of the decision maker are known at the beginning of the decision-making process and the "a posteriori mode," in which a set of Pareto optimal solutions are generated and then analyzed by the decision maker. They also refer to the "interactive mode," in which the preferences are introduced by the decision maker during the resolution process via dialogue steps. This process can be viewed as an interactive determination of a satisfying compromise for the decision maker (see Tappeta and Renaud 1999) . The interactive methods are beyond the scope of this paper.
Existing Approaches
Many existing approaches for generating Pareto optimal solutions are focused on the continuous problem and are highly efficient when the feasible set in objective space is convex. The most common and probably the oldest method is the weighting method, mentioned, for example, in Chankong and Haimes (1983) . This method is good for finding an efficient frontier where the objective space is convex. The weighted p-power method and the weighted minimax method (see Lightner and Director 1981, Li et al. 1999) are improved versions of the weighting method to handle nonconvex problems. Das and Dennis (1998) and Messac and Mattson (2002) suggest an improvement to the weighting method with regard to the distribution of the obtained Pareto optimal solutions. The former suggest the normal boundary intersection method to obtain evenly distributed Pareto optimal solutions. This method, however, may yield also nonefficient points and overlook some efficient points when the number of objectives is larger than two. The latter suggest using physical programming along with Pseudopreferences of the objectives to obtain well-distributed efficient points. The -constraint method (Haimes et al. 1971, Chankong and Haimes 1983) is another approach which is based on keeping one of the objectives and restricting the rest of the objectives within user-specified values. Steuer (1986) presents and discusses many of the existing methods for generating efficient frontiers. For practical reasons, one may look for a subset of the complete efficient frontier rather than the whole set. In this case, neither of these approaches can guarantee that the partial efficient frontier consists of diverse or well-distributed efficient points. Using the weighting method, for example, and setting equally distributed values for the weights, does not necessarily yield a well-distributed set of efficient points.
Because, in general, multiobjective problems tend to be more complex than single-objective problems, especially when combinatorial problems are involved, heuristics are usually applied to generate Pareto optimal solutions. The most common approaches are based on genetic algorithms (Goldberg 1989) . Genetic algorithms can be effective regardless of the nature of the objective function and constraints. In addition, instead of finding one solution at a time, as many other algorithms do, they hold a population of solutions which is continuously improved with the number of iterations. Genetic algorithms have been originally developed for single-objective optimization. Hence, they can be directly applied to solve multiobjective problems which have been converted into single-objective problems. Using genetic algorithms to generate Pareto optimal solutions is more complex, and the fitness function has to be modified accordingly. One way to do this is to divide the whole population into subsets, and to use a fitness value of a different objective for each subset (Schaffer 1987) . The members of each subpopulation to be transferred to the next generation are selected via a stochastic rule. Then, all subsets are combined into the new population and a new iteration begins. Yun et al. (2001) suggest improving the above by using data envelopment analysis (DEA) for a convexshaped efficient frontier (Arakawa et al. 1998) , and by combining generalized data envelopment analysis (GDEA) and genetic algorithms for generating an efficient frontier in general multiobjective problems. Using genetic algorithms for multiobjective optimization is widely discussed in Deb (2001) . Note that because genetic algorithms are stochastic nature heuristics, only an approximation of the efficient frontier can be obtained. Clearly because each obtained solution is only potentially efficient, the number of efficient points is also approximated. For that reason, some research has been focused on generating a well-distributed set of solutions that can be assumed to be a representative set of the real efficient frontier. Zitzler and Thiele (1999) developed the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA), which suggests a relatively good distribution of the Pareto optimal solutions as compared with four other multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (EA). Osyczka and Krenich (2001) use a filtering approach in an EA based on removing solutions which are close to one another in the objective space. To control the resolution of the filtering method, they define the indiscernibility interval method. Deb et al. (2003) suggest the -dominance steady-state Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm (MOEA), which achieves a good distribution of potentially efficient points relatively fast. Gunawan et al. (2003) presents a Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), which preserves the diversity of the efficient points by maximizing an entropy metric. A comprehensive survey of multiobjective combinatorial optimization can be viewed in Ehrgott and Gandilbleux (2000, 2002) , who discuss exact and approximate methods, as well as various combinatorial problems.
The contribution of the approach presented in this paper is twofold. First, it defines a condition when the whole efficient frontier is found. Second, in case the number of efficient points is too large, it may provide the decision maker with a well-diverse partial set of efficient points, while quantifying the potential loss resulting from the fact that not all efficient points have been found. In the next section, we present the DMA.
Diversity Maximization Approach
Given a subset of the efficient frontier, the DMA aims in finding the next efficient point that yields the most diverse new subset. In fact, DMA maximizes the distance between the new point and the closest point in the given subset of the efficient frontier. This new solution is defined as the most diverse solution.
Preliminaries
Let us consider the following multiobjective vector minimization problem:
where X ⊂ R n is a set of feasible solutions, Y ⊂ R K is its image in the objective space, and f X → R K is an objective function that projects X to Y . If x ∈ X, then y = f x ∈ Y and the value of the ith objective of solution x is y i = f i x . We assume that set X is compact and each of the objective functions f is continuous and positive. For The number of points in set Y eff can grow exponentially in the size of the problem. There are two common alternatives to make the set polynomial in the size of the problem. Set A is defined as an -approximation of Y eff when any point in A cannot be dominated by any other point by a ratio of more than 1+ , i.e., there is no y 1 ∈ Y such that for all y ∈ A , y i > 1+ y i 1 for some objective i = 1 K. Papadimitirou and Yannakakis (2000) showed that if the objective functions are bounded, there exists A consisting of a number of points that is polynomial in the problem size and 1/ and exponential in the number of objectives. Another option is to filter the efficient frontier Y eff (Steuer 1986) . Let R i be the range of possible values of objective i on the efficient frontier, R i = max y∈Y eff y i −min y∈Y eff y i . Set F is defined as an -filtered efficient frontier when each range R i is divided by 1/ equal segments, 0 < < 1, and from each K-dimensional hyperrectangle at most one efficient point is chosen. In other words, there is no
The symbol x denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to x. It is easy to see that if all R i , i = 1 K, are bounded, then there exists F consisting of a number of points that is independent of the problem size, polynomial in 1/ , and exponential in the number of objectives.
Diversity Measure
Given a subset E of Y and point y ∈ Y , let a diversity measure E y be defined as follows:
where ie is a positive scaling coefficient. We refer to E as a partial efficient frontier if E ⊂ Y eff . When set E is unambiguous, we use the notation y instead of E y .
Operations Research 56(2), pp. 411-424, © 2008 INFORMS For x ∈ X, we can, for simplicity, use E x instead of E f x . Equation (3) could be explained as follows. First, in the inner "min," we compare a feasible point y with each efficient point y e ∈ E. For every point y, we find the most preferable performance measure i-the measure for which (y i −y i e / ie is as small as possible (and negative if y i < y i e . Then, we find the "closest" point to point y among all y e ∈ E (the outer "max" function).
if E y = 0, then y e y for some y e ∈ E and y i e = y i for some i,
Proof. The properties follow directly from the definition of E y .
Note that E y = 0 means that there is y e ∈ E, which is equivalent to or dominates y.
The following small example illustrates the rationale behind the proposed diversity measure. For simplicity, let us assume that all scaling coefficients are equal to one. Let Y = y a y b y 1 y 2 y 3 be the feasible objective space, E = y a y b be a partial efficient frontier, and Y eff = y a y b y 1 y 3 be the complete efficient frontier, shown in Figure 1 . First, we show that a negative value of y is obtained only for a point nondominated by any y e ∈ E. The value of the diversity measure for y 1 is then y 1 = max min y Example of an efficient frontier. , namely, the distances between y 1 and its closest point on the efficient frontier (note that because both values are negative, the max will be determined by the least negative term or by the smallest distance). Similarly, we can see that the value of y 3 is y 3 = max y . Because we assume that the scaling factor is equal to 1, we can see that y 1 = y 2 1 − y 2 a and y 3 = y 2 3 − y 2 a . Consequently, because y a is closer to y 3 than to y 1 (with regard to objective 2 in this case), y 1 < y 3 . Thus, y 1 is defined as a more diverse point than y 3 .
Scaling coefficient ie is required to normalize all objective functions for better comparison when calculating the diversity measure. When we are interested in generating Y eff , any positive scaling coefficient is good. However, if we are interested in the "most representative" subset of the efficient frontier, scaling of the objectives is meaningful to get "representatives" from all parts of the efficient frontier. Here are some examples of a possible scaling coefficient ie .
(1) ie = R i for all i and e − the range of possible values of objective i on the efficient frontier, R i = max y∈Y eff y i − min y∈Y eff y i ). When the exact value of R i is not known, it can be estimated using the range of performance measure i in E ⊆ Y eff , the partial efficient frontier: 
Note that iff
e for all i and e-the value of objective i of y e ∈ E.
(3) ie = f i min for all i and e-the best ("optimal") value for objective function i, f i min = min y∈Y y i . In the next section, we clarify how choosing the scaling coefficients affects the resulting sets.
The Underlying Theorem
Following the definition of the diversity measure, y , the optimal y * = arg min y∈Y y is the most diverse point (the most diverse solution in the corresponding decision space), as defined earlier. In this section, we provide conditions for the inclusion of the most diverse solution in the efficient frontier and for finding the whole efficient frontier. Part 1 provides a condition for adding y * to the efficient frontier. Part 2 shows a condition for finding the whole efficient frontier. Parts 3(a) and 3(b) present a condition for finding -approximation and -filtered efficient frontiers, respectively. Note that the second condition on y * in Part 1 is necessary because y * can be dominated by another point in Y \E although y * < 0. This is demonstrated by the following example depicted in Figure 2 . Let E = y e and alls scaling coefficients be equal to one. Then, y 1 and y 2 are calculated as follows: y 1 = min y Example of a tie situation in . 
e for all i and e, then A ⊆ E, where Proof. All results follow directly from Lemmas 1-3.
DMA Algorithms
In this section, we present two DMA-based algorithms for generating Pareto optimal solutions in multiobjective optimization. The first procedure is based on solving a modified version of the original problem's formulation repeatedly, while in the second algorithm, we integrate the DMA principle in a problem oriented branch-and-bound approach.
Mixed-Integer Programming Formulation
According to the DMA, we develop an iterative algorithm that starts with an empty set E and builds the efficient frontier by adding one point per iteration. The algorithm ends when the whole efficient frontier is generated or when given , set A or F is found. The following problem P1 is used to find the initial point y e ∈ E:
where w i , i = 1 K, are strictly positive weights, e.g., w i = 1 for all i = 1 K. Given a subset E of Y eff , problem P2 is defined as follows:
Because problem P2 is an exact replica of the optimization problem used in Theorem 1, it enables us to find new Pareto optimal solutions or show that Y eff = E. Nonlinear Equation (9) can be linearized using binary variables as follows:
2ie
where M is a large number. Equations (13)- (15) Algorithm M-DMA
Step 1. Solve problem P1 and let y * = f x * be the optimal values. Set E = y * . Choose 0.
Step 2. Solve problem P3 and let y * = f x * be the optimal values.
Step 3. If y * < − , then E = E ∪ y * , go to Step 1; else Stop.
In each iteration of the algorithm, the absolute value of y * is smaller than or equal to its value in the previous iteration and a single efficient point is added to E. Consequently, K new binary variables, (K + 1) new continuous variables, and 4K + 3 new linear constraints are added. This value is relatively small because the number of objectives, K, is small in general.
Theorem 2 formally shows that if = 0, then Algorithm M-DMA finds the whole efficient frontier, provided that the number of efficient points is finite; otherwise, -approximation or -filtered efficient frontier can be generated with an appropriate choice of and ie . 
Theorem 2. (1) In each step of Algorithm
M-DMA, E ⊆ Y eff . (2) When Algorithm M-DMA ends, (a) if = 0 then Y eff = E, i
Proof. The initial solution from
Step 0 is Pareto optimal. The rest follows from Theorem 1.
The main advantage of the generation sequence of Algorithm M-DMA is that in every stage, we have a partial set of the efficient frontier containing points which are well distributed over the complete efficient frontier. In many practical multiobjective problems, the decision maker would like to have a set of Pareto optimal solutions, from which the preferred solution is then chosen. However, for an effective selection process of the preferred solution, the set of Pareto optimal solutions should be relatively small. To this end, the stopping criterion of M-DMA can be enhanced and the decision maker might have three alternatives: (1) set to the desired resolution of the efficient frontier and run Algorithm M-DMA as is; (2) set to zero and end the algorithm when the whole efficient frontier is found or after obtaining a desired number of Pareto optimal solutions; (3) set to zero and end the algorithm when the whole efficient frontier is found or after a predetermined amount of time. The decision maker may also decide using a stopping criterion which combines some or all of the above criteria.
One can see that M-DMA can be applied on linear as well as nonlinear problems and on either continuous or discrete problems. Nevertheless, its limitations are associated with the nature of the single-objective problem as well as its size. We recommend using M-DMA mostly for combinatorial problems which can be formulated as MILP and solved by commercial solvers. In this case, the M-DMA formulation remains MILP and the number of constraints and integer variables increases moderately with the number of efficient points. Using M-DMA for continuous problems is less recommended because it changes the nature of the problem into mixed integer. If the single-objective problem is nonlinear, then the problem becomes a nonlinear mixedinteger problem which is hard to solve and in many cases optimality is not guaranteed. Nevertheless, some nonlinear problems can be solved using M-DMA, as demonstrated below.
In the next sections, we present three implementations of Algorithm M-DMA. The first example is a small multiobjective scheduling problem with a detailed illustration of the generation of the efficient frontier. The second example is a biobjective single-knapsack problem, and the third example is a nonlinear continuous biobjective problem.
4.1.1. Multiobjective Scheduling Example. Let us consider the following example to illustrate Algorithm M-DMA. The problem is to determine the sequence of n jobs on a single machine. Three objectives are considered: the mean weighted flow time, the mean tardiness, and the maximal tardiness. Because all objectives have to be minimized, one can assume the existence of trade-off among the objectives that can be illustrated via the efficient frontier. Let p i , i , and d i denote the process time, the weight associated with the flow time, and the due date of job i, respectively. Let C i and T i denote the completion time and the tardiness of job i, respectively. T max is the maximal tardiness among all jobs and M is a large number. The following IP formulation of the sequencing problem has been developed:
x ij ∈ 0 1 ∀i = 1 n ∀j = 1 n (29)
where
1 if job i is performed at the jth place in order 0 otherwise Equation (22) is the multiobjective function containing the three objectives. Constraints sets (23) and (24) ensure that only one job is located in each place in the sequence and that each job is scheduled only once, respectively. Constraints sets (25) and (26) set the completion time of each job. Constraints sets (27) and (28) calculate the tardiness of each job and maximal tardiness, respectively. The integrality constraints are captured by (29) and the nonnegativity constraints of the real variables are captured by (30).
The formulation SE is then modified according to P3 in order to be used in Algorithm M-DMA; the objective function is modified according to (11), and constraints sets (12) to (20) are incorporated into the formulation. Algorithm M-DMA has been performed on a six-job example (the input data is given in Table 1 ) with = 0. The first solution was obtained by solving P1, as suggested above. Consequently, 29 more Pareto optimal solutions were found, in the same order as presented in Table 2 . One can see that the absolute value of is decreased, getting a value of 0.0222 for the last efficient point. In the next stage of the algorithm, as was expected, Solution 1 was obtained again with = 0, that indicates the end of the procedure.
First, we have the optimal solution for Problem P1 (Solution 1 in Table 2 and the dark dot in Figure 3(a) ). This solution is near optimal in the mean weighted flowtime objective function (174 versus the optimal value of 172). The next two solutions contain the optimal (minimal) values of other objectives: 35 and 14 for mean tardiness and maximum tardiness, respectively (Solutions 2 and 3 in Table 2 and the hollow dots in Figure 3(a) ). Figures 3(a) -3(c) show graphically the development of the efficient frontier where the dark dots represent existing solutions and Table 1 .
Input data of the example problem. the hollow dots are the newly generated ones. In Figure  3 (d), the whole efficient frontier is shown. We can see that because Algorithm M-DMA generates solutions which are far from existing solutions, it first generates solutions which are optimal in the different objectives and are located at the "edge" of the efficient frontier (Figure 3(a) ). Consequently, it continues adding points that are somewhat equally spread over the range of the efficient frontier until the full efficient frontier is obtained (Figure 3(d) ). In case the procedure ends up with a partial set, it is very important to understand the consequence of not having the full efficient frontier on the quality of the obtained set. Say, for example, that we set = 0 1, in the above scheduling example. In this case, set F (because we use ie = R i will contain the first 13 points. The fourteenth point and its successors will not be included in this set because for each one of these points, y > − . Consider y with − < y < 0. This point is efficient, however, it is not included in F . Because this point is efficient, it is better (smaller) than every other point in F in at least one objective. The fact that y is greater than − guarantees that there exists a point in set F which is not worse than y, in any of the objectives, in more than times the objective's range.
In other words, there exists some y e in set F for which y i e − y i /R i for every i. Consequently, we say that the value of assures that our loss of resolution in the partial efficient frontier will not exceed some given constant, R i , in any of the objectives. Note that because R i R i , we can use R i instead of R i as the scaling coefficient that guarantees at least the same resolution.
4.1.2. Biobjective Single-Knapsack Problem Example. The knapsack problem is a well-known simple integer program which is well studied because (1) it is representative of many industrial situations such as capital budgeting, project selection, capital investment, budget control etc., and (2) it appears to be a subproblem of many other applications (Salkin and Mathur 1989) . The various types of the knapsack problem are well studied in Martello and Toth (1990) . To demonstrate the DMA approach on a relatively large-scale problem, we have selected the biobjective single-knapsack problem formulation, which appears in Visee et al. (1998) . Let c ij denote the profit type i (i = 1 2) of item j, a j the size of item j, and W the knapsack size in an n-item biobjective knapsack problem. The IP formulation of the biobjective single-knapsack problem is presented as follows:
A complete efficient frontier with 81 points was obtained for a 200-item problem by solving M-DMA on an Intel ® Pentium 4 CPU 2 GHz using ILOG CPLEX solver on an OPLStudio mathematical solver package. Recall that besides finding all efficient points, the sequence of generating the solutions by M-DMA is unique in the sense that each time a new efficient point is found, the most diverse set of efficient points is obtained. This set can be used as a filtered set of the complete efficient frontier. This property is demonstrated in Figure 4 . The graphs represent six stages of the generation of the efficient frontier. In each stage, the number of solutions generated so far, the value of , and the cumulative run time are presented. We can see that each graph indeed depicts a representative sample of the whole efficient frontier, starting with the first graph containing three points from the two edges and the middle of the complete efficient frontier. Due to this characteristic, a decision masker who is interested in a limited number of Pareto optimal solutions can run the formulation until reaching this number instead of generating the whole efficient frontier and applying a filtering procedure. The advantage of the above appears to be even more important in the light of the fact that a relatively short run time is required for generating the first few solutions. For example, less than one second is required for generating seven Pareto optimal solutions. When this number is increased to 15 solutions, the required run time is multiplied by 5.6, and so forth. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 5 , which shows that the run time increases somewhat exponentially with the number of generated solutions. At the same time, we can see that the absolute value of decreases relatively fast with the number of efficient points, when a value of less than 0.05 is obtained for 15 efficient points (around 18% of the complete efficient frontier). Based on Figure 5 , we can conclude that a relatively small number of Pareto optimal solutions may provide an absolute value of close to zero in a relatively short amount of run time.
4.1.3. Nonlinear Biobjective Continuous Example. Let us consider the following example to illustrate how Algorithm M-DMA handles nonlinear continuous problems. The example is taken from Yun et al. (2001) and solved on an Intel ® Pentium 4 CPU 2.66 GHz using DICOPT mixed-integer nonlinear programming solver with OSL2 and CONOPT2 for MILP and NLP solvers, respectively, in GAMS solver package.
The continuous line in the graphs in Figure 6 shows the theoretical efficient frontier and the points on the lines indicate solutions found by Algorithm M-DMA. The graphs represented four stages of the generation of the -filtered efficient frontier, where = 0 05. We can see again that the set of points in each graph resembles a representative sample of the whole efficient frontier starting with the first graph containing three points from the two edges and the middle of the complete efficient frontier and up to the whole -filtered efficient frontier containing 14 points. Note that in such a problem, when the number of efficient points is infinite, a stopping criterion, such as > 0, is required.
Branch-and-Bound Formulation
Branch and bound (B&B) is a common approach for solving single-objective combinatorial problems. There are several types of B&B; all are based on branching a search tree while generating partial solutions. Assuming a minimization problem, based on comparison between lower bounds of partial solutions and upper bounds obtained from feasible solution(s), namely, when the lower bound of all the objectives are equal to or larger than the objectives of some existing solution. Another important aspect in successful implementation of B&B is the branching sequence.
In the single-objective problem, it is quite common to prefer the development of one partial solution over another based on their calculated bounds. Because several bounds are generated for each node in the multiobjective problem, a difference preference rule should be suggested. Letx be a partial solution in the B&B tree. Let x be the minimal of the solution containing partial solutionx. A lower bound on
x , x , can be then calculated by the following equation: In the proposed approach, using x makes the procedures of generating the efficient frontier quite similar to a single-objective B&B. Nevertheless, instead of finding an optimal solution, all efficient points are generated. We first initiate the algorithm with a set of feasible solutions, E. We check that none of the solutions in set E is dominated by another solution in this set. Set E is repeatedly updated during the algorithm run. When there is a change in the set, Equation (31) is recalculated, and the lower bound is improved (the value of x can only be increased or remain unchanged). When the minimal value of x is equal to or greater than zero, the efficient frontier in the objective space is found. Analogously to Algorithm M-DMA, the B&B algorithm also can be adjusted for using . For clarity we omit this part. The main stages of Algorithm B-DMA are as follows.
Algorithm B-DMA
Creation of Initial Solution(s). The initial set, E, may include one or more feasible solutions, none of them dominated by other solutions in the set. If the multiobjective problem is easily solvable when considering any single objective out of the K objectives, it is recommended to include these single-objective solutions in set E. If no feasible solution exists, a dummy solution can be used, using upper bounds on the objectives as the initial bounds.
Branching Procedure. The exact branching procedure depends on the B&B implementation, e.g., either "newest bound rule," or "best bound first," or any other variation of B&B is applied. As mentioned above, x and x of the multiobjective problem are equivalent to the lower bound and the objective function in the single-objective problem, respectively. Each time a feasible solution x is obtained, set E should be updated as follows: (1) if x < 0, then E = E ∪ f x , (2) for each y e ∈ E, if y e is dominated by f x , then E = E\y e . x is then recalculated for all open nodes (nodes without descendants).
Fathoming Rule. For each candidate partial solutionx, the value of x is examined. If x 0, we can conclude that this partial solution is equal to or dominated by some solution in E. Since the partial efficient frontier can only be improved during the remaining time of the algorithm run, partial solutionx cannot lead to a new solution in the efficient frontier in the objective space, and its branch is fathomed.
End Condition. If there are no candidates to continue the design process, then Stop; else, proceed with the branching and fathoming procedures. Proof. Algorithm B-DMA stops when all branches are fathomed, i.e., each partial solutionx has x 0. 
Because
x is the lower bound on x , where x is any solution generated from partial solutionx, also x 0. This fact together with Theorem 1 completes the proof. Some advantages are expected while using x and the lower bound on x in the B&B algorithm. First, set E contains a diverse set of solutions, in any stage of the algorithm. Of course, unlike in M-DMA, as mentioned in Theorem 3, solutions in set E are proved to be Pareto optimal only at the end of the algorithm run. In addition, we can say that the diversity of the partial solutions assures that all bounds are being improved simultaneously, which may lead to faster fathoming of branches. Consequently, one would expect a diverse search, as was done here (opposed to, for example, a neighborhood search) to bring us to areas of higher probability for finding new Pareto optimal solutions.
The following scheduling example clarifies the branchand-bound implementation of DMA, and demonstrates the advantages of the approach. The type of B&B used here is the best bound first according to which each time the node with the smallest lower bound is developed (ties are broken randomly). The problem which was solved here is a smaller version of the one solved earlier by the M-DMA, including only the first five jobs. The detailed algorithm run is depicted in Table 3 . The second column describes the stage/iteration number of the algorithm; in each a new node of (partial) solution is created. The first column includes a pointer to the previous (parent) stage. Column 3 includes pointers to solutions in the set E. Column 4 contains the sequence of the jobs in the (partial) solution. As can be seen, jobs are scheduled from the end to the start of the sequence. This can be done because the time of each job, as well as the makespan, is not sequence dependent. Column 5 contains the values of (the lower bound on) the objectives, of each (partial) solution. The last column contains the lower bound on of each partial solution. Because each time set E is updated, the lower bounds are recalculated and we can see the improvement trend of the lower bound of each partial solution. The rest of the symbols are explained at the bottom of the first part of Table 3 . The algorithm starts with two feasible solutions, the first obtained by applying sequencing rule WSPT (weighted shortest processing time) and the second by applying rule EDD (earliest due date). We can see that a total of 18 solutions had to be generated (out of 120 feasible solutions) to find the complete efficient frontier, and 73 nodes had to be created in the search tree. Seven out of the 18 solutions were found to be efficient (see the gray rows in Table 3 ). We can also see that using best bound first B&B-based B-DMA, it took some time to find the first solution for set E (beyond the initial feasible solutions). Afterwards, however, branches are fathomed relatively early as set E is updated and the procedure ends quite fast. In Figure 7 , we can see a graphical presentation of the efficient frontier development using B-DMA. We can see that the sequence of generating the Pareto optimal solutions is quite similar to the one we saw with the M-DMA in the sense of the diversity of the partial solutions during the algorithm run. The light points in each graph represent the last generated solutions. Starting with two solutions which are optimal in maximal tardiness and mean weighted flow time, the first additional solution is found later on as optimal in the third objective, mean tardiness. Then, after constructing the expected "triangular shape" of the efficient frontier, other solutions are found in between the former found solutions until the complete efficient frontier is obtained. Interestingly, we can see that one of the solutions we started with was removed later on from set E: although the solution was optimal in maximal tardiness, another solution was found, also optimal in maximal tardiness, but better in the other objectives. A large-scale implimentation of B-DMA can be found in Bukchin and Masin (2004) .
Summary
In this research, a new approach called the diversity maximization approach (DMA) for generating the efficient frontier of multiobjective optimization problems, has been developed. The proposed approach finds all efficient points for general multiobjective problems. In case the number of efficient points is too large for the decision maker, a partial efficient frontier is obtained, which captures the tradeoffs among the different objectives in a similar way to the complete efficient frontier. To that end, while looking for the next Pareto optimal solution, the DMA aims at finding the most diverse solution. This is done by looking for the efficient point which is furthest from the closest efficient point already on the efficient frontier. Consequently, the partial efficient frontier can be perceived as a filtered set of the complete efficient frontier. The proposed approach can be applied to any problem which can be solved for the single-objective case. The DMA approach was first implemented directly on the MIP formulation of the original problem, involving a new proposed diversity measure. Next, another type of implementation on a problem-oriented branch and bound was presented. The performance of DMA was demonstrated via two multiob-jective MILP (scheduling and knapsack) examples along with a nonlinear continuous biobjective example.
As further research, we suggest an implementation of DMA for different multiobjective problems and a combination of the DMA diversity measure with meta-heuristics. In addition, we suggest using DMA interactively with the decision maker. As a result, the search becomes more effective because we can focus on the relevant parts of the efficient frontier. Endnote 1. If a solution is in the set of Pareto optimal solutions, its image in the objective space is called the efficient point. Formal definitions of the Pareto optimal solutions and efficient frontier are given in §3.1.
